EXTREME WET WEATHER and HOT WEATHER PROCEDURE

(INSIDE PLAY)

RECESS: Normal outside play in sheltered areas – unless extreme

*If it is necessary to keep students inside – then the following will happen:*

LUNCH: Classroom teachers released from 12:50 - 1:10
Unit teachers release each other with Graham/ Anne supporting.
C7 & C8 released by Lyndee
C5/C6 released by Deb.
C1 & C2 released by Michelle C
C10 & C9 released by Jo/Mark
C3 & C4 released by Jean/ Chris Popplewell

*Other teaching staff to provide back up as required.*

The Canteen remains open.
CLOSED – Gym, Resource Centre and Time Out

*If there are continuous days of extreme weather, an option is to open Computer rooms, Gym, Resource Centre and Activity Room.*

*If necessary, grassed areas can be declared “out of bounds”.

Decisions will be made by Leadership and communicated over the PA system.
Decisions will be based on common sense and taking all factors into account, eg weather conditions, number of extreme weather days, etc..
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